


HEAVY UP

 Crom-Tech/Jefferson Friedman, Eight Songs* (1997/2004)
  1. Ex-Prestu: Plod
  2. Brammix-Q: 49 Face
  3. Prux-norplexoxix
  4. Elprod-11
  5. You not mexiquot
  6. Infilto-Ships
  7. To the Pods
  8. Wemcraftor: Limsniffer

 9. Tolga Yayalar, Inflect* (2003)

 10. Iannis Xenakis, Dmaathen (1976)
  with Daniel Bauch, xylophone

 11. Curtis K. Hughes, Two-Faced* (2003)

 12. Louis Andriessen, WORKERS UNION (1975)
 Live recording, May 13, 2002

  *denotes written for the Yesaroun’ Duo, World Premiere recording.

Yesaroun’ Duo



HEAVY DOWN

 1. Lei Liang, Parts for a Floating Space* (2002)

 2. Karlheinz Stockhausen, Saxophon (1977) 

 3. Dominique Schafer, Triplex Unity* (2003)

 4. Robert Hasegawa, Ajax is all about attack* (2003)

 5. John Cage, Ryoanji (1983-85)
  with Chris Thompson, voices and electronics

  *denotes written for the Yesaroun’ Duo, World Premiere recording.

HeavyUp/HeavyDown



HeavyUp/HeavyDown

 The challenge of programming concerts of diverse music, which are sonically and 
aesthetically unified, has been central to the Yesaroun’ Duo.  Over the years we have 
developed a way of organizing music into discrete categories, which describe and endow 
not only a work’s sound but also its aesthetic feel and function.  Two of these categories 
grew more in size and significance in our repertoire than all the others; they were “Heavy 
Up” and “Heavy Down.”  The word “heavy” is meant to imply that the music has aesthetic 
portent, complexity, richness of compositional material, and expresses a certain driving 
energy to its audience and physical challenge to its performers.  “Up” and “Down” are 
meant as general aesthetic modifiers, implying tempo, degree of engagement, and quality 
of sound.  This album was conceived to capture these two polar energies in music, and 
display some of their most current and meaningful applications for saxophone and 
percussion in the late twentieth and early twenty-first century.

HEAVY UP

Crom-Tech/Jefferson Friedman, Eight Songs (1997/2004)
 I heard Crom-Tech in 1997. Being a long-time fan of the Washington, DC, post-punk 
hardcore scene, where I heard both Ian MacKaye and Guy Picciotto of Fugazi go on record 
as saying that Crom-Tech was their favorite new band, I knew it was something I had to 
get. I got back to my apartment with their first seven-inch record in my hands, threw it on 
the turntable, and then proceeded to check a number of times whether I had mistakenly 
set the record player to 45 rpms; I just could not believe that anyone could play that fast 
and that tight.
 It was simply like nothing I had ever heard before (or since) - spastic, almost 
nonsensical riffs, strung together to make these gigantic miniatures, with a drummer and 
guitarist so locked into each other, it was almost psychic. Then I saw them live. I kept 
thinking that they couldn’t possibly play those songs the way they sounded on the record. 
I was right: they played them even faster and tighter and better.



 A few years later after meeting Sam Solomon and getting to know him personally and 
musically, I gave him a CD of some bands I thought he would like to know about including 
some songs by Crom-Tech, and offered to do an arrangement of some of their songs for his 
duo. In the end, my work turned out to be a combination of transcription, arrangement, 
and actual composition, depending on the particular section at hand. I tried to, as much 
as possible, respect the original material, but in order to do that (and in order to make 
it actually playable) some tweaking was necessary. Nonetheless, these are Crom-Tech’s 
songs, and I’m very happy to have played a small part in spreading the gospel of their 
music.
  -Jefferson Friedman

  American composer Jefferson Friedman was born in 1974 in Swampscott, 
Massachusetts. His music has been called “impossible to resist” by The New York Times, 
who wrote: “[Mr. Friedman] goes a lot further toward sustaining interest and tension 
than composers twice his age (and with Pulitzer Prizes).” His work has been performed 
throughout the United States and abroad, most notably at the Kennedy Center for the 
Performing Arts, Lincoln Center’s Alice Tully Hall and Avery Fisher Hall, the Brooklyn 
Academy of Music, Carnegie Hall’s Weill Recital Hall, the Hollywood Bowl, and the 
American Academy in Rome.
 Friedman has received three commissions from Leonard Slatkin and the National 
Symphony Orchestra: March, The Throne of the Third Heaven of the Nations Millennium 
General Assembly, and Sacred Heart: Explosion. The Throne and Sacred Heart are the 
second and third sections of a planned orchestral trilogy entitled In the Realms of the 
Unreal, in which each movement is based on the life and work of a different American 
“outsider” or “visionary” artist. In addition to premieres by the NSO, The Throne has been 
performed by the New York Philharmonic and the Los Angeles Philharmonic, and Sacred 
Heart: Explosion has been performed by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.  
 Friedman has written three string quartets for the Chiara Quartet. His String Quartet 
No. 2 has been published by G. Schirmer, Inc. as part of the New American Voices series, 
and has been recorded by The Corigliano Quartet for their Naxos debut CD. His music was 
also featured at Miller Theater in New York (as part of the Composer Portraits series) with 
a 25-minute piece for solo piano, written for Simone Dinnerstein, and a set of songs for 
rock singer and chamber ensemble, premiered by former Shudder To Think band member 



Craig Wedren and the American Contemporary Music Ensemble. 
 Mr. Friedman has received many honors and awards, including the Rome Prize 
Fellowship in Musical Composition, the ASCAP Leo Kaplan Award, the BMI Student 
Composer Award. He has an M.M. degree in music composition from The Juilliard School, 
where he studied with John Corigliano, and a B.A. from Columbia University, where his 
teachers included David Rakowski and Jonathan Kramer. His has also studied with 
George Tsontakis and Christopher Rouse.
 In addition to his work as a composer, Mr. Friedman has performed with a number 
of rock bands, including Shudder To Think, and most recently collaborated with the 
electronic music duo Matmos, contributing string arrangements for their album The Rose 
Has Teeth In The Mouth Of A Beast. He lives and composes in Long Island City, NY. 
With the exception of String Quartet No. 2, his music is self-published by Montana 59 
Music.
 
Tolga Yayalar, Inflect (2003)
 Inflect is divided into two contrasting sections, each reflecting opposite approaches to 
time: internal and external. In the first part time has a cognitive function; it is an inner 
(or inside) sense. From a more phenomenological point of view, the relationship between 
time and its actual experience is in a constantly changing flux of consciousness, within 
which the musical objects are constituted. By contrast, in the second section, time is 
linked more to the physical world, in that it is mechanical and unidirectional. Here I 
tried to define time as absolute flow, against which motion is measured.  The aspect of 
continuity has a priority over the aspect of change. 
 The title refers both to the alterations of form by additions and expansions, and to the 
use of curves to calculate those alterations.
 Inflect was written for Yesaroun’ Duo and is dedicated to them. 
  – Tolga Yayalar

 Tolga Yayalar (b. 1973) played electric guitar in rock and jazz bands before taking 
up composition.  Upon his encounter with the music of Webern, his first serious works 
incorporated serialism with jazz, in which (and in all his music since then) texture and 
timbre have played a crucial role. To overcome the harmonic and sonic limitations of the 
tempered system, his music focuses on different systems of microtonality.  While the 



series constitute the harmonic focal point of his compositions, Yayalar also fuses certain 
Eastern tuning systems with the Western tradition.  His music has been highly influenced 
by his interests in architecture, psychoanalysis and post-structural narrative.
 Ensembles and performers who have played Yayalar’s music (in addition to the 
Yesaroun’ Duo) include Ensemble Fa, the Ying Quartet, Alarm Will Sound, The 
Callithumpian Consort, Chamber Players of the League-ISCM, and White Rabbit. 
 A native of Istanbul, Turkey, Tolga studied Jazz Composition at Berklee College of 
Music.  He is currently a PhD candidate at Harvard University.  He has studied with 
Pieter Snapper, Kamran Ince, Ilhan Usmanbas, Bernard Rands, Julian Anderson, Joshua 
Fineberg, Harrision Birtwistle, Brian Ferneyhough and Helmut Lachenmann.

Iannis Xenakis, Dmaathen (1976)
 Dmaathen was originally scored for oboe and percussion; the oboe part has since 
been adapted, with the composer’s endorsement, for flute and soprano saxophone.  This 
recording presents Eric Hewitt’s original adaptation of the work for soprano saxophone 
(with thanks to Marcin Bela for his engraving work, and Megan Petrocelli for her 
assistance with multi-phonic transcription). 
 The piece exists in two large sections. In the first, drum outbursts sit atop a 
soundscape of saxophone multiphonics; the second features declamatory and almost 
humorous march-like passages from both instruments. These two large parts are framed 
with a short introduction (with slinky sax lines and tribal drum sounds), and a short coda 
(with a stately dialogue between the sax and vibraphone). 

 Iannis Xenakis (1922-2001) was born into a Greek family residing in Braila, 
Romania. He lost his mother when he was five years old, then at age ten was sent off 
to boarding school on the Greek island of Spetsai. He studied civil engineering at the 
Athens Polytechnic. But the German invasion during World War II followed by the British 
occupation drew him into the Resistance, activities from which he would end up near 
fatally wounded, losing one eye, then later condemned to death. Forced to escape his 
country, Xenakis traveled to Paris, hoping to study music there, but instead ended up 
earning a living working as an engineering assistant for Le Corbusier.
 Xenakis’s creative and intellectual intensity attracted the attention of both the 
renowned architect — who delegated architectural projects to him in spite of his lack of 



professional training — and Olivier Messiaen both of whom saw in his fledgling work an 
originality deserving of encouragement. Xenakis had his first major succËs du scandale 
with the premiere of Metastasis at the Donaueschingen Festival in 1955, and by 1960 he 
was able to devote himself entirely to composition.
 Critical of other developments in contemporary music at the time, dominated by the 
Darmstadt school and composers like Boulez, Nono and Stockhausen, Xenakis followed 
his own path, aided by his background in mathematics, engineering and design. Xenakis’s 
music also reflects his interest in complex sonic phenomena (e.g. rainstorms, street 
demonstrations). He incorporated probability theory into his compositional approach, as a 
means of generating and controlling large-scale events composed of massive numbers of 
individual elements. He has adopted texture as the primary material for the construction 
of musical form, rather than themes, or pitch structures.
 Along with his acoustic works, he produced a number of important electroacoustic 
pieces, and a series of multimedia creations, involving sound, light, movement, and 
architecture (polytopes). In the domain of computer music, Xenakis was a pioneer in 
the area of algorithmic composition, and also developed an approach to digital synthesis 
based on random generation and variation of the waveform itself. In addition, he designed 
a computer system utilizing a graphic interface (the UPIC), which has proven to be a 
liberating pedagogical tool as well as a fruitful environment for computer composition. 
  - James Harley

Curtis K. Hughes, Two-Faced (2003)
 The title of Two-Faced, for alto saxophone and percussion, can be taken in any number 
of different ways, including some that I may not have foreseen. As a description of a 
general behavior pattern, it might well be applied to many of today’s politicians, whose 
hypocrisy seems to know no boundaries. However, on a more personal level, I also find 
the term “Two-Faced” to be sometimes an apt description of the behavior of a composer 
who has something urgent and not always particularly “nice” to say in music, but must 
nevertheless strive to be diplomatic and accommodating when attempting to get his or 
her music performed. Musically, this piece contains some analogies to the composer’s 
dilemma in that the saxophone repeatedly attempts to find a familiar and friendly way to 
say what it has to say, but the material keeps turning unexpectedly thorny and jagged, in 
repeated diplomatic failures.



 The rhythmic structure of the piece, articulated most clearly in the percussion, is 
cyclical, but with the strange feature that each cycle is almost always shorter than the 
previous one. Thus, after a brief introduction, we first hear an extended cycle that is more 
than a minute long, but by the end of the composition many shorter cycles later, rapid-fire 
“cycles” of a sixteenth-note or less in length are exchanged between the saxophone and 
the percussion. Finally, this is suggestive of a third possible reading of the piece’s title: 
the compression of the musical materials results in a merging of the two instrumentalists’ 
roles into a single “two-faced” monster...  
  –Curtis Hughes

 Curtis K. Hughes’s music has been praised as “fiery” in the New York Times; “well 
crafted” in the Boston Phoenix, and “energetic, compelling stuff that expresses its 
clangorous sound world expertly” in New Music Connoisseur.  His compositions have 
been broadcast and performed internationally, from Tanglewood to Bulgaria, and have 
been championed by the Firebird Ensemble, the Callithumpian Consort, and Primary Duo. 
In recent years he has also served as composer-in-residence for the Radius Ensemble and 
Collage New Music. 
 A former student of Lee Hyla, Michael Gandolfi and Evan Ziporyn, he currently teaches 
theory and composition at MIT and Boston Conservatory. 
 Hughes’s CD AVOIDANCE TACTICS was described in The Wire as “spiky, dangerous” 
and “absorbing.” 

Louis Andriessen, WORKERS UNION (1975)
 Workers Union is a “symphonic movement for any loud sounding group of instruments.” 
Pitches are not traditionally notated, but are spaced relative to a single horizontal line, 
which represents the center of the instrument’s register. Much in the same aesthetic 
as other works of this same period, the composer requests that it “sound dissonant, 
chromatic and often aggressive.” Andriessen writes “only in the case that every player 
plays with such an intention that his part is an essential one, the work will succeed; just 
as in the political work.” 
 Workers Union is usually played with six or more people, Yesaroun’ performs it with 
just two. Eric plays multiphonics on baritone saxophone and Sam plays amplified piano 
with his left hand and a pile of gongs with his right. The duo realization requires a 



significant physical struggle which becomes central to the spirit of the piece.  
 The performance featured on this disc was recorded live at The Juilliard School of 
Music on May 13, 2002. 

 Louis Andriessen was born in Utrecht in 1939 into a musical family: his father Hendrik, 
and his brother Juriaan were established composers in their own right. Andriessen studied 
with his father and Kees van Baaren at the Hague Conservatory, and between 1962 and 
1964 undertook further studies in Milan and Berlin with Luciano Berio. Since 1974 he 
has combined teaching with his work as a composer and pianist. He is now widely regarded 
as the leading composer working in the Netherlands today, and is a central figure in the 
international new music scene. From a background of avant-garde composition and jazz, 
Andriessen has evolved a style employing elemental harmonic, melodic and rhythmic 
materials, heard in totally distinctive instrumentations. His acknowledged admiration for 
Stravinsky is illustrated by a parallel vigor, clarity of expression, and acute ear for color.
 The range of Andriessen’s inspiration is wide, from the music of Charles Ives in 
Anachronie I, the art of Mondriaan in De Stijl, and medieval poetic visions in Hadewijch, 
to writings on shipbuilding and atomic theory in De Materie Part I. He has tackled 
complex creative issues, exploring the relation between music and politics in De Staat, 
the nature of time and velocity in De Tijd and De Snelheid, and questions of mortality in 
Trilogy of the Last Day.



HEAVY DOWN

Lei Liang, Parts for a Floating Space (2002)
 Parts for a Floating Space was written for the Yesaroun’ Duo for a premiere in Temple 
Ohabei Shalom’s magnificent sanctuary in Boston. The piece consists of discrete 
parts and was not conceived as a whole. I wished to use the richness of the parts to 
construct an open-ended architecture with not one but multiple identities. Each part 
might stand on its own, combine with others, collide in superimposition, or merge into 
a larger continuum. However, all of its sounds and rhythmic patterns are derived from a 
single source. For the premiere performance we chose one out of a number of possible 
sequences. The performance featured on this recording is a recreation of that initial 
choice.  Ohabei Shalom’s sanctuary has been filled with songs and prayers for three 
quarters of a century; this piece is my tribute to this sacred space. 
  – Lei Liang

 Lei Liang is a Chinese-born American composer of mostly stage and chamber works, 
that have been performed throughout the world. As a child he earned numerous prizes 
as a composer and pianist in China, and at seventeen left for the US in the aftermath of 
the Tiananmen Square protests. He studied composition with Harrison Birtwistle, Robert 
Cogan, Chaya Czernowin, Joshua Fineberg and Mario Davidovsky, and received degrees 
from the New England Conservatory of Music and Harvard University (PhD). Lei Liang 
has received commissions from the Fromm Music Foundation, the Mary Flagler Cary 
Charitable Trust, the Heinrich Strobel Foundation, the Heidelberger Philharmonisches 
Orchester, the Ying Quartet, among others. His works have been performed by the Arditti 
String Quartet, the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players, the Argento Chamber 
Ensemble, and Dinosaur Annex. 
 As a scholar, Lei Liang is active in the preservation and research of traditional Asian 
music. His articles have appeared in numerous journals, notably in Contemporary Music 
Review and Sonus. 
 Lei Liang has taught in China as the Distinguished Visiting Professor at Shaanxi 
Normal University College of Arts in Xi’an, served as Honorary Professor of Composition 
and Sound Design at Wuhan Conservatory of Music, and as Visiting Professor of Music 



at Middlebury College. He is currently Assistant Professor of Music at the University of 
California, San Diego. 

Karlheinz Stockhausen, Saxophon (1977)
 Saxophon is a duo for soprano saxophone and bongo that is a part of “The Course of 
the Years” of Tuesday, from the opera Licht. Licht is an enormous work that contains 
within it seven full-length operas, one for each day of the week. Saxophon appears in 
Tuesday night’s opera. It is an arid theatrical work, which features the soprano saxophone 
soloist, commented upon by an onlooking bongoist.  The use of glissando is prevalent 
in the saxophone part and creates the sensation of listening to tribal music from some 
ancient reed instrument.

 Karlheinz Stockhausen (1928-2007) was one of the most important figures of the 20th 
century avant-garde, whose work influenced generations of musicians and composers in 
both classical and jazz idioms. He was extensively involved in the development of serial 
and aleatoric procedures, electronic composition, and new notational concepts. Many of 
his works feature elaborate theatrical and spiritual elements. Stockhausen believed he 
was from a star called Sirius, which, when humans become more developed and music 
is the universal language, will be “the school and main centre of music and musical 
education”.

Dominique Schafer, Triplex Unity (2003)
 The title makes reference to an ancient Taoist text by Wei Po-yang: Tsan-tung-chi, 
Triplex Unity. It is a text discussing aspects of spiritual alchemy. This mysterious text 
is also thought to describe the balance and unification of three distinctive internal 
energies of the human body. Similar as in medieval alchemy, it has been interpreted 
to incorporate descriptions of different concoctions of lead and mercury to produce 
potions with transforming properties. A number of different musical elements and ideas 
seek unification within this work, often appearing in threes, as for example the soprano 
saxophone, vibraphone and unpitched percussion. The micro-tonal material of the 
saxophone is an additional factor, which simultaneously opposes and contributes to the 
cohesiveness. 
  -Dominique Schafer



 A native of Switzerland, Dominique Schafer has been residing in the United 
States since 1990. The Boston Modern Orchestra Project (BMOP), E-MeX ensemble, 
Callithumpian Consort, Yesaroun’ Duo and the California EAR Unit have performed his 
music during the recent years. After entering UCLA he studied composition with Paul 
Reale, Paul Chihara, and film composition with Jerry Goldsmith. He moved to Cambridge 
in 2002 in order to pursue a PhD program at Harvard University, where he has studied 
with Bernard Rands and Mario Davidovsky.

Robert Hasegawa,  Ajax is all about attack (2003)
 “He was three moves ahead, and the moves were all about shaping space. From 
above—from up in the press box—it was a lesson in architecture.”
  -excerpt from the short story “Ajax is all about attack,” by Jim Shepard 

 The name “Ajax” in the title of my duet for soprano sax and percussion doesn’t refer to 
the Greek warrior of the Iliad, but rather to the Amsterdam soccer team, famous for their 
creation of a distinctively cerebral strategy called “total football.”  In “total football,” the 
traditional assigned positions were made flexible, so that a player could smoothly switch 
from defender to attacker to midfielder.  To make this fluidity work, every member of the 
team needed to have a keen spatial sense of the rapidly changing patterns on the field. As 
one player commented, “It was about making space, coming into space, and organizing 
space—like architecture on the football pitch.”
 My introduction to this piece of sporting history was Jim Shepard’s wonderful short 
story, “Ajax Is All About Attack.” It describes the experiences of a soccer player from an 
unnamed Soviet-bloc country, as his transfer to the Ajax team drops him into the heady 
politics and street protests of Amsterdam in the late 1960s.  Shepard’s descriptions of 
“total football” gave me an idea for the duet I was working on—I would require from each 
of the performers a cool, masterful command of musical space.  Each would constantly 
shape and reshape this space through their playing, while at the same time reacting 
instantly to their partner’s performance.  
 Ajax is all about attack uses the upper register of the soprano saxophone, in a musical 
language including many microtonal intervals.  The interplay between the saxophonist 
and percussionist demands that the performers follow each other closely, ever sensitive 
to nuances of rhythm and phrasing, as they jointly carve patterns in a musical “football 



pitch.”   My thanks go to Jim Shepard for generously permitting me to steal his title. 
  -Robert Hasegawa

 Robert Hasegawa is a Lecturer on Music at Harvard University.  In addition to 
composing he also writes on music and music theory. His current research examines how 
ancient ideas from just intonation can be applied to the music of modern composers like 
Alvin Lucier, György Ligeti, James Tenney, and Gérard Grisey. 

John Cage, Ryoanji (1983-85)
 Ryoanji is a rock garden in Kyoto, Japan, in which large beautiful boulders are 
surrounded by carefully raked fields of sand. The sparse, persistent pulsing of the 
percussion part designs a musical and temporal texture to represent the surrounding 
raked sand.  Songful, animal-like melodic lines carve out the large boulders. Eight 
sections of piece, each lasting two minutes, follow eight gardens in Ryoanji. 
 There are several versions of Ryoanji for different instruments.  Each can be performed 
alone or simultaneously with other versions.  This soprano saxophone representation uses 
the part originally for oboe.  Other optional voices appearing in the oboe part may be 
played by other instruments or pre-recorded; here they have been created vocally and 
electronically by the gifted Chris Thompson. All melodic material is notated graphically 
on a pitch-grid and built almost exclusively of glissando.

 John Cage was born on September 5, 1912 in Los Angeles, California and died in New 
York City on August 12, 1992. He studied liberal arts at Pomona College. Among his 
composition teachers were Henry Cowell and Arnold Schoenberg. Cage was elected to the 
American National Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters and received innumerable 
awards and honors both in the United States and in Europe.
 He was commissioned by a great many of the most important performing organizations 
throughout the world, and maintained a very active schedule. It would be extremely 
difficult to calculate, let alone critically evaluate, the stimulating effect and ramifications 
that Cage’s work has had on 20th century music and art, for it is clear that the musical 
developments of our time cannot be understood without taking into account his music 
and ideas. His invention of the prepared piano and his work with percussion instruments 
led him to imagine and explore many unique and fascinating ways of structuring the 



temporal dimension of music.
 He is universally recognized as the initiator and leading figure in the field of 
indeterminate composition by means of chance operations. Arnold Schoenberg said of 
Cage that he was an “inventor – of genius”.

The Yesaroun’ Duo
 Between 1999 and 2004, the Yesaroun’ Duo, Samuel Z. Solomon, percussion, 
and Eric Hewitt, saxophones, commissioned and premiered twenty-six new works for 
saxophone and percussion and were featured in recitals all over the northeast United 
States, in Cuba, and in Italy. 
 Yesaroun’ has been featured as soloists with the New England Conservatory Composers 
Orchestra in NEC’s Jordan Hall, has been Ensemble-in-Residence at Harvard University, 
Princeton University, and The Walden School, has performed as part of the Princeton 
Marimba Festival, New York City Day of Percussion, Harvard University Group for New 
Music, the 54th annual Cantors Assembly Convention, Juilliard Summer Percussion 
Seminar, New England Conservatory Composers Series, Brandeis University Composers 
Series, and has appeared on Public Radio.

Samuel Z. Solomon
 Percussionist Samuel Z. Solomon has been responsible for dozens of world premieres 
of solo and small ensemble works and has been involved in numerous additional 
projects to perpetuate the music of young composers. He is author of How to Write for 
PERCUSSION, a comprehensive guide for composers on percussion composition that 
has received critical acclaim from composers, performers, and conductors worldwide. 
He currently teaches percussion at The Boston Conservatory, Boston University, and 
The Boston University Tanglewood Institute, and is the President of the Massachusetts 
Chapter of the Percussive Arts Society.
 In addition to activities with the Yesaroun’ Duo, Mr. Solomon is a founding member of 
the Line C3 percussion group, percussionist-in-residence at Harvard University, principal 
timpanist of the Amici New York Chamber Orchestra, and a frequent soloist in the Boston 
and New York area.  He is currently actively involved in the acquisition of solo works for 



a multi-percussion setup of set instrumentation. Thus far the Setup has received works 
from composers Nico Muhly, Ryan Streber, Tolga Yayalar, Judd Greenstein, Eric Hewitt, 
David T. Little, Betsey Biggs, Andrew McKenna Lee, Dmitri Tymoczko, Michael Early, and 
Marcos Balter.
 Mr. Solomon made his Carnegie Hall debut in February of 2000 as guest soloist with 
the New York Youth Symphony. In December 1999 he was featured in Lincoln Center’s 
Alice Tully Hall, performing the American premiere of Iannis Xenakis’ final composition 
O-Mega for percussion solo and chamber orchestra with the New Juilliard Ensemble. 
Solomon can be heard as soloist and chamber musician on Albany and Tzadik labels, as 
well as performing the music of Björk on her soundtrack to Matthew Barney’s Drawing 
Restraint 9.
 Mr. Solomon spent six summers as a student at Tanglewood, and six years at Juilliard, 
receiving two degrees under the tutelage of Daniel Druckman, Roland Kohloff, and 
Gordon Gottlieb. 

Eric Hewitt
 Saxophonist, conductor, composer/arranger and educator Eric Hewitt serves 
as the music director and conductor of the Boston Conservatory Wind Ensemble, as well 
as Chair of that school’s Woodwind Department. He also serves as music director and 
conductor of White Rabbit, an avant-garde ensemble-in-residence at Harvard University, 
as well as the Charles River Wind Ensemble in Watertown, MA. He continues to serve as 
the assistant conductor of the New England Conservatory’s (NEC) Massachusetts Youth 
Wind Ensemble. He has guest conducted the NEC Contemporary Ensemble, and Jordan 
Winds, the Firebird New Music Ensemble of Boston, and the Harvard Group for New 
Music. In May of 2007, Hewitt made his operatic debut conducting the premiere of Eric 
Chasalow’s new multimedia opera, The Puzzle Master, at Brandeis University.  This year, 
he has been appointed to the music faculty of Boston College High School, and directs 
the BC High Big Band.
 As a conductor Hewitt has been praised for his work with the New England 
Conservatory’s Contemporary Ensemble (directed by John Heiss) in presenting the music 
of John Adams, Lee Hyla, Curtis Hughes, György Ligeti and Arnold Schönberg. In April 
2003 Boston Herald critic Keith Powers wrote that Hewitt led “insightful and passionate” 



playing in the Ligeti Violin Concerto, and praised him for his ability to phrase “the 
mother of all difficulties” with understanding and direction. Boston Phoenix critic Lloyd 
Schwartz said he “expertly” led an “astounding rendition” of Ligeti’s Concerto at a repeat 
performance in October 2003, as part of NEC’s Jordan Hall Centennial Celebration. A 
recording of the Ligeti Concerto will soon be released on Mode Records. 
 As a saxophonist, Mr. Hewitt is recognized as an orchestral musician and soloist, 
chamber musician, solo recitalist, and jazz man.  Over the last decade has been featured 
as a soloist and orchestral musician with a dozen Boston based ensembles, including 
the Boston POPS, the Boston Modern Orchestra Project, the Fromm Players at Harvard, 
the Boston Youth Symphony, and the NEC Wind Ensemble, and has presented critically 
acclaimed premieres by Luciano Berio, Gunther Schlluer, and Christian Lauba.  As a 
chamber musician he is a founding member of the Radnofsky Saxophone Quartet. As a 
jazz musician, he was the baritone saxophonist of the Ryles Jazz Orchestra (led by Frank 
Vardaros) from 1999 to 2006, and performed with such jazz greats Arturo Sandoval, 
John  Faddis, Gerry Bergonzi, George Garzone, Marvin Stam, Slide Hampton, Phil Wilson. 
He and can be heard on VEE Records with the Ryles Jazz Orchestra and saxophonist 
Ed Calle, also on Albany Records with the Radnofsky Saxophone Quartet and the New 
England Conservatory Wind Ensemble, as well as on BMOP Sound records, performing 
in John Harbison’s ballet Ulysses with the Boston Modern Orchestra Project as soprano 
saxophone soloist.
 A native of Boston, Hewitt holds two degrees from the New England Conservatory: 
a BM in 2001 in saxophone performance with Kenneth Radnofsky and a MM in 2003 
in conducting with Charles Peltz, both with a distinction in performance and academic 
honors. From NEC he has also received the George W. Chadwick Medal as the “Single 
Outstanding” undergraduate candidate, the Toujeé Alumni Award, and the Gunther 
Schuller Medal as the “Single Outstanding” graduate candidate.
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